Whole Home Transformation………………………………………………………$100 p/hr

For full-service residential remodeling or new-build projects requiring the works! If you need
help selecting materials, hardware, and lighting selection, paint schemes, and more, this is the
package for you! While every project is unique, we follow the same general design process to
ensure we keep your project moving forward from start to finish, and bring your vision to life.
Whether it’s one room, or more, we’ll deliver a complete design for your space within your
budget. We work with local trade resources and vendors to ensure every detail of the design is
implemented correctly. Our design process is personal, interactive and collaborative, which
means that you can be as involved with the project as you feel comfortable with.

STEP 1 – INITIAL MEETING
Initial meeting to get to know each other, determine your needs and desires, and
establish your project goals, budget, and timeframe. This meeting is always free of
charge, so we can determine if your project will be a
good fit for both of us.
STEP 2 – PROPOSAL & AGREEMENT
After the initial meeting, we will send you a written
proposal including the scope of work, our fee structure,
and anticipated completion date. Upon acceptance of
the written proposal, the fun and creative work can
begin!
STEP 3 – PROJECT PLANNING MEETING
After signing the agreement, we’ll get started with a detailed project planning meeting
to discuss design direction for each space, and walk through a client questionnaire to
better understand your needs. You’ll show us any moodboards, Pinterest boards, ideas,
and specific materials that you want us to incorporate into the initial design. We will
also take any necessary measurements of your space at this meeting.
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STEP 4 – IDEAS PHASE
Within a week of the Project Planning Meeting, we
will provide you with several idea boards and mood
boards to help determine a style direction for each
space. You’ll be able to choose which ideas you like
best from each board, and help set the direction for
the initial design concept.

STEP 5 – INITIAL DESIGN CONCEPT
After some time (typically 2-3 weeks), we will schedule a follow-up meeting to present
our initial design concept(s), which will include floor plans, space plans, and
preliminary furniture, material, lighting, and color selections. With the initial design
concept completed, we will be able to provide you with an initial budget estimate. We
will discuss your likes/dislikes, and make any requested changes in preparation for the
final design.
STEP 6 – FINAL DESIGN & BUDGET
We will revise the initial concept based on your feedback from the initial concept
meeting, and finalize the budget, detailed plans, furnishings, and other selections.
Together, we will review and approve the final design, and ensure you love the design
for your space. before moving forward.
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